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Agenda for Today’s Talk

• Why should you care about data-driven product 
development

• What is big data and AI

• What does the data say

• How can it help you develop successful products

• How to use data to improve the product 
development process
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Data for Dinner? Yes!

More and more, our consumption decisions are based 
on the data we give, combined with thousands of other 
people freely giving away data through: 

• Liking content on social media

• Watching streaming and traditional television

• Using our credit cards

• Searching  for information online

As adults, we may want to believe that we get to decide 
what we eat and when, the new reality is: data is 
deciding what’s for dinner.
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How I Became a Data Believer

First exposure to a lot of data: airline industry

• Data came from personal emails from passengers to me

• Qualitative data only

• Analysis by one led to new and modified products

• Didn’t have time to think about a better path

Second exposure came from food delivery tech startup

• Data came first, then food

• Team of analysts looking at what people ordered and when

• Gained insight into how data can make product design faster and give it 
laser accuracy to what people want now and will want tomorrow
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Why should you care about data-driven product 
development 



Why Care?

Developing new products based on high-quality data, 
insightful analysis and the power of AI can save you time 
and money

• CPG product development failures

• Cost of product failures 

• Average time to develop a new product

• Number of new products that are launched every 
year
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What is big data and AI



About Big Data

Big data is defined as:

Extremely large data sets that may be analyzed 
computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and 
associations, especially relating to human 
behavior and interactions.
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About AI

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is defined as:

The capability of a machine to imitate 
intelligent human behavior.
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What does the data say



What the data can say

Focus on analyzing

Gaining insights from data requires:

A good analyst who can see beyond their own beliefs and biases to find out 
what people are doing, thinking and wanting
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How can it help you develop successful products 



Opportunities

Predictive modeling

Faster identification of what people want:

• Desires

• Expectations 

• Unmet needs

Scan for developing trends

• Better identification of trends/authentic desires

• Is it a trend for today or the food behavior of tomorrow
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How to develop products based on data and AI



How to Use Data & AI

Biasless product development

• Not about what I think or like

• It’s about what people are deliberately and passively telling us

Faster ideation and prototyping

• Get ideas from the data

• Develop based on ideas

Test and fail or define how to expand distribution 

• Frequency

• Geography, etc.)
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